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MBDA GERMANY DELIVERS MISSILE THREAT SIMULATION
MBDA Germany has supplied a missile threat simulation tool to the German Federal Office of
Defence Technology and Procurement (BWB). This system enables the simulation of all types of
missiles, particularly ballistic missiles and cruise missiles, with physical correctness and in the
greatest possible detail – from launch to impact. Using this technology, technical propositions
regarding threats can be organised, narrowed down and formulated with greater precision.
Threats to nations or to troops on deployment from proliferating theatre ballistic, short-range and
medium-range missiles (TBMs) can thus be analysed. Additionally, the data makes possible the
analysis of the performance capability of air defence systems. The knowledge gained thereby
can be used in the development of modern air defence systems. Finally, the threat simulation
helps to continually expand and update the air defence target catalogue.
“The threat simulation we have developed is unmatched in Germany. It is a part of our unique
range of skills in the fields of air and missile defence which also includes our new simulation and
integration centre, our test and training centre in Freinhausen and our laser weapon facilities.
We want to continue to serve our customers with these skills in future,” asserted Walter
Stammler, Head of Operations at MBDA Germany.
Note to editors
MBDA Germany is the leading missile systems company in Germany and part of the European
MBDA Group. MBDA Germany develops, manufactures and provides customer and product
support for guided missile systems and subsystems to the Air Force, Army and Navy. Today the
company focuses on air defence systems. Around 1,300 people work at its Schrobenhausen,
Ulm and Aschau/Inn facilities.
With a significant presence in five European countries and within the USA, in 2011 MBDA
achieved a turnover of € 3 billion with an order book of € 10.5 billion. With more than 90 armed
forces customers in the world, MBDA is a world leader in missiles and missile systems.
MBDA is the only group capable of designing and producing missiles and missile systems that
correspond to the full range of current and future operational needs of the three armed forces
(land, sea and air). In total, the group offers a range of 45 missile systems and countermeasures
products already in operational service and more than 15 others currently in development.
MBDA is jointly owned by BAE SYSTEMS (37.5%), EADS (37.5%) and FINMECCANICA (25%).
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